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Electric Skateboard



Abstract
To summarize everything we have done for our project my partner
and I have made a homemade
electric skateboard to enter into SARSEF (Southern Arizona
Research, Science, and Engineering Foundation). We also made this
skateboard to be a good alternative for transportation, affordable,
environmentally friendly, and fun electric skateboard.

Based on our review we used a budget of 300 dollars to make an
electric skateboard that works just as well as the big name brand
ones and we would only have to spend half the price.

The analysis of our electric skateboard is that it works just as well as
a normal electric skate you can buy on Amazon or anywhere else it
doesn’t matter if you want to buy a $1000 electric skateboard you
can just make your own with the cost of $300.

In conclusion, you can make an electric skateboard that is
affordable, environmentally friendly, and fun just with your hand.



Introduction
The electric longboard can be a great way to move around town, enjoy a day in the park,

and even get to work! Electric skateboards allow riders to control the speed of the board via a
handheld remote, you can now enjoy transportation. We are doing this project because we want
to engineer our own electric skateboard so we have a new fun/efficient way to move around. Our
budget for this project will be around $130 to make. Here is a quick background of the electric
skateboard:
In the mid 1970’s, the MotoBoard, the first powered skateboard, was produced by Jim Rugrode.
Although petrol powered, it began an era of powered skateboards. In the 1990’s, Louis Finkle
invented the first wireless electric skateboard. Handmade, this was a very early product and had
flaws that stopped it from becoming popular. According to Peterson, D. (2020, March 26), more
electric powered skateboards in the mainstream started to arrive after companies began making
more money, This was the starting for an enjoyable skateboard ride. But what is an electric
skateboard? “An electric skateboard is a personal transporter based on a skateboard. The speed is
usually controlled by a wireless hand-held throttle remote or rider body weight-shifting between
front of the board for forward motion and rear for braking. As for the direction of travel to the
right or left, it is adjusted by tilting the board to one side or the other”(Merriam-Webster, 2021).
Many improvements have been made in electric skateboards since their first creation. Here are
some of the improvements:

Range – Electric Skateboards are always being engineered to allow them to travel
further in a charge. The Boosted Board 2’s optional range extender battery offers up to
10km more range than the first generation boards.

Water Resistance – Because of their sensitive electronics, boards have had to allow for
water resistance and become more insulated in their lifetime.

Modular Components – Skateboard parts such as the battery and mechanical functions
have become more user swappable over time, allowing consumers to service their own
product easier and more efficiently, instead of having to get professional servicing.

In research of (Company Update, 2016), this project is important to us and society as a whole
because it is a new way to travel. The future is going to require new eco-friendly inventions. We



wanted to see how we can improve from others' prototypes/products. One day you could be
riding one instead of your bike. Clean   energy is a problem that is not solved in today's society.
You can always improve upon others' designs, that is why we did the project.



Methodology
NOTE: Due to the project we are doing, our methods will be much longer. This is because we
had to build from step one so everything we did will be an individual step we took to build a
board.

Materials:

Longboard deck:  41”,  length 31” 52 mm wheels to match the board new wheels with the new
motor wheel

Cover: A medium-sized Tupperware container found while constructing the project ( make sure
the bottom of the Tupperware is not dragging against the floor, suggested 1-2 inches above the
ground when the board is right-side up)

Remote Control: included with ESC circuit board. Automatically had a built-in adapter for the
board.

Battery:36V 48V Ebike Battery,10AH Lithium-ion Battery Pack with 3A Charger and BMS for Electric
Bike,Scooter,Motorcycle,250W 350W 500W 750W Motor
. (This is the most costly part of the build. The XT60 connector might need to be changed from
male to female, vice versa)
WARNING: Please make sure that the voltage for the circuit board and battery is matching or
one or multiple parts of the board will short out and are likely to break.

Speed Controller (Circuit board): Mini Remote Controller Receiver for Electric Skateboard
Skateboard Control Electric Skateboard Longboard Single Drive ESC Substitute Control
Mainboard with Remote, you can use VESC programming depending on your skillset. If your
Bluetooth connection is not built-in, you can also buy a Bluetooth adapter.
Skateboard Truck riser pad, This part also needs an XT60 connector to connect the battery
and circuit board

Riser: Rises the trucks so you can have a taller tupperware
Wire caps: Only needed if you are changing your connector

Motor: Motor Wheel, DBS2.0 72mm High-Efficiency Single Drive Scooter Hub Motor Wheel
Engine Remote Control for Electric Skateboard
Link for part:
6 hex head cap screws
electrical tape (only needed if need to change male connector to female, vice versa)

Roll of Duct Tape  (Only needed if tupperware cover does not have latches to shut the cover and
the container.)
Tools:



Drill with specific size attachments according to the board you are going to use (we suggest
having bit sets before conducting the experiment: screwdriver, wrench ratchet)

Hand file to smooth the edges of your tupperware after drilling a hole for a slot

Double sided tape that support up to 15 lbs of weight

Allen wrench size attachment matches with the skateboard trucks you will be using

Wire cutters (only needed if need to change male connector to female, vice versa)

Wire Strippers(only needed if need to change male connector to female, vice versa)

All part links in reference list

The total budget for this project was $310

Step by step process:
1. Replace the old wheels with the new wheels that matched the new dimensions of the wheels on

the new truck with the motor.
2. Remove the back truck so we could install the new truck with the motor.
3. Grab your circuit board and install your power button with a 6 pin connector into its indicated slot

on the circuit board
4. Connect the battery to the circuit board with the Xt60 connector male/female end  (If you need to

switch the connector from male to female check the steps before graph 1)
5. Drill a hole big enough to fit your 3 colored wires from the motor along with the 4 pin connector
6. connect the circuit board to the motor matching blue, teal, and yellow wires on each side.
7. Connect the 4 pin wire to the circuit board with the indicated motor slot.
8. Important:We advise making sure the motor is functioning before proceeding into the next

steps. To do so, make sure the battery is charged along with the remote. Power on the circuit
board with the power button. Power on the remote and move the dial up, and the motor should
spin. If this does not work, check previous steps, or check for malfunctions in the part you
purchased.

9. Connect the battery life indicator into its 6 pin slot that is indicated on the circuit board
10. Mark a hole  on the tupperware for where you want the power button on the circuit board to be
11. Drill the hole according to the size of the power button, if the hole is too small, use a pair of pliers

and go around the hole with force to extend the sides.
12. Mark another hole where you want the rechargeable slot for your battery to go
13. Drill the hole according to the size of rechargeable, if the hole is too small, use a pair of pliers and

go around the hole with force to extend the sides.
14. With your six hex head cap screws drill down the tupperware into the bottom of the board.(Do not

put too close to the wheels, try to keep it centered between both sets of wheels)
15. With your double sided tape, tape down the battery to the bottom (top when the board is upright)

of the tupperware with 5 strips going horizontally across the bottom of battery



16. Close your cover of your tupperware. Make sure all wires/electronics are safe in your tupperware
(If your tupperware has latches, next step is optional)

17. Duct tape your cover shut from the top to the sides,
18. Power on skateboard with the power button
19. Make sure your remote is functioning and connected to the board
20. Enjoy your ride!

*These steps are only for those swapping out connecting ends

1. You get two choices, either doing the swap from the battery, or the circuit board
2. If you go with the battery do NOT charge the battery before swapping the connectors
3. Cut your wire up higher with your wire cutters so you have extra room to work with if

you make a mistake
4. Strip your wire low enough that you can fit it in a wire cap. Do this for both the positive

and negative wires
5. With new connectors wire both the battery/circuit boards wires with you new connectors

wires in the wire cap
6. Twist the wire cap until you can’t twist it
7. Make sure that your connection  can’t be destroyed by trying to pull out the to connecting

wires
8. If no wires fall out, you should have a safe connection
9. Last, check that your connection is working properly by testing the motor and seeing if

your wheel is moving
10. Continue with following steps

Figure 1
This is a graph of how our power
supply and how it transfers electricity.
The Electric speed controller has a
signal sent for the Remote control, it
then determines how much power is
being transferred to the motor to rotate
the wheel.

Figure 2



This is a graph of how our power supply and how it's put on the board. As you can see, the
battery is the largest component of the electric section of the board. Our remote receiver will take
in the signal from the controller to the ESC that will limit battery power going to the motor. The
ESC controls the amount of electricity, and sends it to the motor to rotate the axel. Our remote
receiver will take in the signal from the controller to the ESC that will limit battery power going
to the motor



Results/Data Analysis

For the tests, we have done on our electric skateboard where speed test, turns, battery life
mobility, and bump test

Speed test,
The app I used for the speed test was called speed box. It is a free app on the app store.
To test the speed I went on to a flat road about 100m and put the max speed to level 4. The max
speed I got was about 18 miles per hour. I did this test about 5 times.

Turn test,
For this test, we went around many types of turns, wide, small, and normal turns.

Wide turn,
When I put the skateboard to the wide turn it was a breeze very very smooth going around the
turn there were no malfunctions.
Success

Tight turn,
When I went around the tight turn the bord was way too heavy to hold my height so it was very
difficult to go around tight turns.
Fail

Normal turns,
When I did a normal turn it felt like a was turning on a normal skateboard with no extra wheat
attached to
Success

Battery life test
For the battery life test, we had an issue while building the skateboard when we were
Constructing the board the cable broke to charge the battery so we were not able to charge the
battery so we had limited battery life with the board. But, a 36v battery lasts about 6 hours.
Fail

Mobility. The mobility on the skateboard is not very good because we have a huge case to cover
the battery and it is very clunky. To hold the skateboard you have to hold it by the front and back
ends of the board and after a while of holding it gets very uncomfortable.
Fail

Bumps,



For this test, I test if the skateboard can cover over speed bumps and other obstacles.
The first obstacle was a speed bump when you would go over the bump the case would end up
scraping the ground and not resulting in a good manner.
Rocks and other obstacles

Take caution when going over bigger obstacles. We advise slowing down to prevent any damage
to the electronics/internals of the board.

When I would go over rocks, sticks, etc… The board would go over perfectly fine; it was very
durable in the terms of those obstacles.



Conclusion

In conclusion, our homemade board is a cheap affordable electric skateboard you can
make on your own. It has most of the same aspects like the name brand ones at almost
half the price
But if you don’t want a bulky Cruzer board to make on your own you can go for a more
heavy-duty pre-built. Our board is a safe, fun, and affordable way to start your journey
into the world of electric skateboards. IF you want a more affordable and fun project to
build our electric skateboard would be a great idea for your likings.

Here are some common problems that you might run into on the build. Here are our
suggestions.

● When placing your cover, make sure it is not close to the wheel, or it will scratch
on the wheel, and potentially cause damage to your board.

● If you are having to change the connection from male to female connectors,
MAKE SURE That your battery is not charged. You are going to be dealing
with live wires, so make sure you don’t charge your battery until you have done
everything with wires

Comparison
The comparison between our electric skateboard and amazon chose skateboard and the best-name brand
skateboard.

Boosted board Quality name brand,

cost $1500

●
22 mph Top Speed

●
Extended Range (14 Miles)

●
Super Flex Composite Deck



● Regenerative Brakes
● 25% Grade Hills
● Super Flex Composite Deck
● -22mph Top Speed
● 85mm Wheels

Amazon Choice skateboard,
cost  $500

● Meepo V4 Electric Skateboard comes with powerful hub motors that can adapt to different
situations (climbing hills, grass, or riding inside the city) with a top speed of 29 mph and a range of
11 miles.

● We build high-quality boards that go through a rigorous test before they are sent to you. For this
board, we offer you a 6-month warranty, which starts from the day you receive the board.

● The deck is specially designed with a concave that aids you in making turns and provides a stable
ride at high speeds. It has eight layers of Canadian Maple plus one fiberglass layer which makes
the board more flexible and durable.

● It supports 8A fast charging with only 28 min to charge from 0%-100% (Powerful—Most
important points) Your board could be fully charged within 30 minutes with an 8A charger. No
more Low-battery Anxiety.

● The new ESC with a sensitive control system can provide riders with smooth braking. The
waterproof performance is up to IP6X. There are 4 modes you can switch to adapt various daily
usage (including mode“LO” which is user-friendly to novices. (Stable and Secure)

Our homemade skateboard
Cost $310

● Top speed 18mph
● Battery life up to 6 hours
● 72mm by 80a wheels
● Low in cost
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